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This inspired desk calendar and planner makes managing your family's activities and appointments

a snap! (Well, almost.)Popular 18-month planner (July 2016 -- December 2017) takes you from

back-to-school through the end of next year.Each two-page spread displays your weekly master

plan, with five columns: one for Mom, and one for each of four other family members.Tabbed

months make the calendar easy to use.Includes two fill-in pages of contact and emergency

information for babysitters.Includes address pages for your frequent contacts.Handy perforated

tear-out To-Do lists.Includes a plastic page with pockets for business cards.Pocket inside the back

cover holds notes, forms, etc.Elastic band attached to back cover keeps your place or keeps

calendar closed.Calendar is sized right (7-3/4 inches wide by 9-1/4 inches high) for your desk,

counter, or tote bag.Planner lies flat for ease of use. Concealed wire-o binding.Removable cover

band.You'll love its elegantly fresh cover design in shades of pink, red, magenta, indigo, mango,

and white. Silver foil highlighting adds shining detail. Glossy highlights add polish. Raised

embossing lends a dimensional effect. Matches our other Lollipop Tree gifts and stationery.For

every mom on the go!''This is the best appointment book I have ever had.'' -- Peter Pauper Press

customer
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So like the title, this is a beautiful hardcover book that is well organized and extremely useful for a

busy mom. Only thing that is to be desired is larger daily columns. There is many places for notes

usually before and at the end of each month but I would appreciate larger boxes for daily use. There



is even a 10 page (20 list) break away to do list and pockets... Overall I think this product is very

functional and will be useful for coordinating work and family life for busy mom schedule. I

purchased this product on my own. If you found this review helpful please let me know by replying

YES. Thanks!

This is a decent calendar. I prefer the Blue Sky calendars because I like the laminated tabs and

larger size.This calendar has a cheaper spiral binding than my Blue Sky calendars, so when you

open it up, it doesn't turn smoothly.A portion of November 2016 - December 2016 were upside

down in the one I received.The calendar squares are small and unlined. There isn't a lot of color and

the calendar feels like it was printed at home and spiral punched and bound. I'm not a fan of the

cardboard cover.I really wanted to LOVE this planner. It didn't work for us. I purchased it because

each day was split into multiple columns per person in the family. You get three blocks per person,

per day. Because I'm using it for planning our educational schedule, the squares are not large

enough. Perhaps if you're just writing -- Soccer in the evening @ XYZ location... Doctor in the

afternoon @ XYZ location... it's fine. But I'm writing out lesson plans. So this one is a no go.The

back has an address book for important numbers and an interesting tear-out to-do list. You get two

tear-outs per page and a nice amount of them. If you're into writing to-do lists, that's kinda nice... or

not. I'm not really into to-do lists. I might have a 1-3 things I don't want to forget to-do list... but I

don't need 25 lines of things to do.There's a business card section. I'm home with my kids, so I'm

not really out collecting business cards like I used to. When I was, this wouldn't have been enough.

There are 12 pockets total. It's kind of nice if you take your planner out to the store though and need

to use your store cards. There's a cardboard pocket in the back that may be nice for couponing for

the same reason... but again... Carboard. I don't see that holding up for 18 months.For the price,I

think they could have done better.

Love that it has a hard cover because I take mine everywhere and it would fall apart with soft

covers. I like the card holders in the back because I don't always have time to write down my

family's appointments when they give me the appointment cards. The pocket in the back is a nice

feature to secure receipts, etc. and I love all the space it gives for writing things in.

Every year i look for a better family calendar. I like to have things written down. This calendar is

great for our family of 6. There is a place for all 4 of our kids. Great find.



This is the second planner from this company that I have ordered! It has spaces for five family

members so it works perfectly for my four children and me! Love it!

I have used these calendars for years and love them. I find them not only attractive but so helpful

keeping me organized. Love them.

I absolutely love this planner!!! It has everything I needed enough room to write, helps keep me

organized and I love the color!

Great desk diary. This is my third year of using these. Useful, logical layout and nice quality paper.

Thoroughly recommend.
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